Pennsylvania Statistics Poster Competition
Winning Posters

K-3 Grade Level Category:

First Place
Madeline Krassner, Overlook Elementary
Can You Really Improve Your Chances of Winning Rock-Paper-Scissors?

Second Place
Andrea Hatton, McKinley Elementary
Cheesy and Sweet, Which Would You Like to Eat?

Third Place
Aeryn Gibbons, Roslyn Elementary
Do People Still Say Thank you?

Fourth Place
Katelyn Mill, East Pike Elementary
Ice Cream vs Popsicles

Top Honorable Mention
Declan Doyle, Copper Beech Elementary
Do Teachers Really Have Favorites?

Honorable Mentions
Zander Hryanko, Rydal Elementary
The Warm Up

Elena Jadach, Rydal Elementary
What We See When We Watch TV

Jessica Chacko, Rydal Elementary
Time to Tear

Jolene Frey, Roslyn Elementary
Tardiness - What’s Your Thought?

Aisling Rose Scanlon, Overlook Elementary
The Breakfast Club

Ciani Kittrels, Roslyn Elementary
What Beat Moves Your Feet?

Tristan Bacordo and Brandon Bacordo, Highland Elementary
Your Birthday Rocks!
Max Hayes, Eydal East Elementary
*Why Should You Collect Rookie Cards?*

John Jadach, Rydal Elementary
*Pepperoni Pizza Pie Chart*

Matthew Dickerson, McKinley Elementary
*Second Grade Smiles*

**4-6 Grade Level Category:**

**First Place**
Talitha Cheng, Rydal Elementary
*School=SAT Scores*

**Second Place**
Zoe Wamsher, Copper Beech Elementary
*Fame or Fam?*

**Third Place**
Sarah Lyles, Will Hill Elementary
*Extinction Soup*

**Fourth Place**
Braden Delgado, Rydal Elementary
*Pennsylvania’s Deer*

**Top Honorable Mention**
Mohammad Alrahmah, Horace Mann Elementary
*Are Poems Cool?*

**Honorable Mentions**
Alex Bruce, Roslyn Elementary
*Can I Predict the Lottery Based on the Past Winning Numbers?*

Aiden Gold, Wallingford Elementary
*What is the Most Popular Pet in the United States?*

Francesca DiVito, Campus School of Carlow University
*Which Type of Bacon Has the Most Fat?*

Elida Garcia, Roslyn Elementary
*Favorite Planets*

Michael Moyninan, Rydal Elementary
*Does Winning the Heisman Trophy Mean NFL Success?*
Michael Lyou, Rydal Elementary  
*Pollution Pollution, We Need a Solution!*

Lexi Wolf, Roslyn Elementary  
*What is Your Dream House?*

Tristan Redinger, Horace Mann Elementary  
*Organic Vs. Non-Organic Foods* Horace Mann Elementary

Jessica Schneider, Rydal Elementary  
*Brain Waves*

**7-9 Grade Level Category:**

**First Place**  
Gabbi Cilio and Tim Bucanhan, Norwood-Fontbonne Academy  
*Don’t Be a Fool, Save Fuel*

**Second Place**  
Sidney McConnell and Isabelle Cunningham, Northern Cambria Middle School  
*Heteronyms 8th Grade VS 4th Grade*

**Third Place**  
Elise Smigiel, Norwood-Fontbonne Academy  
*Ebooks/Print Books*

**Fourth Place**  
Michael Shirley and Miranda Guthrie, Saltsburg Middle School  
*Picture Perfect Memories*

**Top Honorable Mention**  
Alexsi Kulesza, Madison Linck, Alexander Cheran, and Jacob Maley, Ambridge Junior High  
*The Effects of Different Laundry Detergents*

**Honorable Mentions**  
Bianca Brown, Emily Hitt, and Megan Drushel, Ambridge Junior High  
*Go! Guinea Pigs*

Emma Cahill, Campus School of Carlow University  
*Who Can Multi-Task More Efficiently, Girls or Boys?*

Matheson Vogel, Campus School of Carlow University  
*Thermoelectric Generators*

Anna Witte, Greater Latrobe Junior High School  
*Paper Towel: Brand vs Durability*
Caroline McShea, Campus School of Carlow University
*What is the Optimal Rocket Design to Achieve Team America Rocketry Challenge Requirements?*

Jonah Duch, Campus School of Carlow University
*Does Temperature Affect Magnetism?*

Katarina Krug and Diane Smith, Northern Cambria Middle School
*What is The Most Common Hair/Eye Color Combination?*

Lauren Nelson, Emma Hasson, and Ariel Dospoy, Northern Cambria Middle School
*Which Social Media App is the Most Dangerous?*

Anthony Aronson, Brooke Shirley, and Gino Bartolini, Saltsburg Middle School
*Battery Brawl*

JS Florek, Greater Latrobe Junior High School
*Catapult Launch*

### 10-12 Grade Level Category:

**First Place**
Avinash Saraiya, Nick Tull, and Josh Peffley, Cedar Crest High School
*Relationship Between Cigarette Costs and Deaths*

**Second Place**
Alyssa Huff, State College High School
*Gauging the Gaming*

**Third Place**
James Graef and Jay Deng, State College Area High School
*Don’t Miss the Bus…Or Should You?*

**Fourth Place**
Dagny Felker, Victoria Maras, and Grace Fletcher, State College Area High School
*What’s Your Slope Style?*

**Top Honorable Mention**
Kirsten Gutierrez, LeAnn Verica, and Hannah Yoder, State College Area High School
*Ball is Life*

**Honorable Mentions**
Alice Lin, Laura Guay, and Catherine Campbell, State College High School
*Are You Cool?*

Meredith Fuller, Taylor Kauffman, and Lara Russell, Cedar Crest High School
*Oscars: Budget vs Profit*
Bethany Bollinger, Cedar Crest High School
*Milk per Moo*

Isabella Anderson, Chris Adams, and Brianna Meier, State College Area High School
*Mirror, Mirror on the Wall*

Lylian Wang, State College Area High School
*When in Doubt, Google it!*

Alex Kaplan, Hollidaysburg Area High School
*Spoiler Alert*

Caroline Deluca, Emmelia Jaffe, and Eli Simon, Fox Chapel Area High School
*Eye Love Stats*

Alexa Billetdeaux, Michaela Gresko, and Carly Depto, Bishop Carroll Catholic High School
*Does School Make the Grade?*

Stu Moore and Erik Isola, State College Area High School
*Map Mitzvahs*

Marisa Langton and Brandon Raquet, State College Area High School
*Superior Hero*